ARTIST FEATURE

James Cabot Ewart
In 2009 James Ewart entrusted his ex-girlfriend with hand-delivering three nude photos
of himself to me. He sat with his legs crossed in
each image, in one a toy Concorde concealed his
package, in another a small Euro-style passenger train, and in the last a toy automobile did
the obscuring. I loved and lost those polaroids;
they possessed the same humor, antagonism,
and iconic references as much of his catalog,
and began the years of correspondence we’ve
had leading up to this interview. I spoke with
James recently over the course of a few weeks
that took him both to Iceland and London and
back home to New York, where he is fabricating
stained glass depictions of mayonnaise jars and
Concordes, along with working alongside the
artist and architect Maya Lin.
— M. Learned
Momma Tried: The Concorde appeared often in your earlier work, but hasn’t in the
past few years, until very recently when you
made the Concorde necklace. Why the revival? Are you wrestling with growing up as
an American in France again?
James Cabot Ewart: In my older work I used
the Concorde to define France, as a metaphor for the greatness it once was. This was
based mostly on Sarkozy’s (“President Bling
Bling”) election, and how as soon as he came
into power he divorced his wife and married
a model. It was so deliciously French, but at
the same time, very much a parody. France
didn’t seem like the great power it once was,
with Sarkozy behind the reigns. To me he
was the first president to be elected that was
more popular in the tabloids than he was as
a leader. After a couple of years not using the
Concorde, I decided to incorporate it into my
work in another way.
MT: President Bling Bling? Is that your
nickname for him or France’s?
JCE: The world’s. Isn’t his nickname fabulous?
MT: What’s different about the way you
look at the Concorde now?
JCE: The Concorde was an amazing invention which epitomized optimism, opulence
and obsolescence. I recently decided to use
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that premise and weave it into a personal religious ethos. I’m still working out the details,
but essentially I am using the Concorde as a
proxy to stand in as an invention of man (humanity) and have elevated said man, maker of
machine, to the level of the divine.
MT: Can you speak more towards your personal religious ethos and how you’re employing it in your work?
JCE: I pull from Buddhism and Christianity through the appropriation of existing
mythology- by employing iconography that
relates physically to certain aspects of each
religion. I draw from Christianity by using
the shape of the Concorde; linking it to the
figure of Jesus on the cross, being 33 years old
when he was martyred, and that the aircraft
was 33 years old when it was retired. I draw
from Buddhism in the hopes that one day the
Concorde will be reincarnated.
MT: Were you raised with Christianity?
JCE: My grandfather was a Presbyterian minister, but I wasn’t raised religiously. Sometimes we would go to church for Christmas
Mass, but that was mostly to be social. My
mother is somewhat of a Buddhist intellectual, so I grew up with some of that as well.
I’m currently working on a series of stainedglass works which I hope will tie everything
together nicely.
MT: Tell us more about that, in what sort
of setting do you want to install the stained
glass when done? In a permanent setting
like the Rothko Chapel? Or an airport?
JCE: Definitely not an airport, and most likely
not a permanent setting. I just started mocking options up a couple days ago. The first
one I’m doing is Concorde-shaped, which
will probably live on a wall in my studio, and
then a second which is shaped more like an
alcove window and will have more imagery
and context. Now, I’m working on a circular
one which will be based on traditional Tibetan sand mandalas. I’m still undecided about if
the work should be destroyed in a performative aspect, as sand mandalas are destroyed
after being finished. But I’ll have a lot of time
to think about how it’ll live while I’m making
it.

There are some pieces, in particular, that
I’m working on that would conceptually require a gallery type setting, but I can’t start
working on them because I don’t have a gallery. Most other works, though; I don’t have a
setting in mind. Nipples at the Met is internet
based, and I’m happy when it’s reproduced
in print, but I don’t plan on showing it in
an exhibition setting. I didn’t think it would
go viral and I think it happened too soon, I
would’ve been happier had it had the exposure it did when it was closer to completion.
MT: How is not having a gallery keeping you
from being able to create some of the pieces
you mentioned? Is it an economic matter or
simply an issue of space?
JCE: It’s not so much an issue of space as it
is an issue of wanting to be very site specific.
I’ve created bits and pieces of the of various
installations but the work will only be complete with the full knowledge of where it will
be shown so it can relate to the setting in a
direct way. In some cases the changes would
be minute but in others it would be more significant.

IPPLES AT THE

ET

MT: OK, so tell us more about your project,
Nipples at the Met.
JCE: Nipples at the Met started out more as a
performative project, but evolved into an exhaustive project. I was given a membership to
the Met, a museum I’ve always considered to
be free, but the way they word their “suggested donation” I figure they get enough money
from tourists…
I wanted to make my membership count,
so I decided to go as frequently as possible
and make sure to explore every gallery, which
in itself is a daunting task. After my first visit, I decided to refrain from a passive role as
‘viewer of art’ and needed something to keep
my interest, to create a project while moving through the galleries. I had just finished
a piece that I thought was too serious, so
I was in the mood to loosen up a little and
have some fun. I decided I wanted to inhabit
a museum character that I don’t particularly
like, the tourist who takes a lot of photos- I
had been brushing up on my art history and
the Guerilla Girls in particular, so I thought,
“nipples- that should be fun, and probably in
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every room!”
I went for a test run and realized that my
suspicions were more than correct, there
were an inordinate amount. For ten minutes, I decided to do navels, but then decided fuck it, I’m just going to go for it. It took
nine months and 19 visits. I haven’t been back
since. It was exhausting.
MT: Wait, how does the Met word their suggested donation? What’s problematic about
it?
JCE: They have a sliding price scale, $25 for
adults, $17 for seniors, $12 for students under
a large title “ADMISSION” with a subheading in a smaller size “Suggested.” When you
ask for one adult they automatically ring up
$25. You have to be prepared to just say “One
adult for $5,” and be prepared for their look
of condescension. It’s like a Carl Andre piece
where you know you’re allowed to walk on it
but there’s always a guard staring you down.

when they deem you worthy.
MT: How do you see nipples now?
JCE: I haven’t seen a nipple in real life since
starting the project, so I’m still waiting to
find out... But I can tell you that it’s not that
I see nipples differently now, but I definitely
see art differently. I can’t go to a museum and
not see all the nipples. I was in Philadelphia
a few weeks ago, and saw a great nipple and
was legitimately sad I couldn’t photograph it
and include it in my project. It was so perfect
and different from all the ones I had taken
photos of before.
MT: Do you remember what work of art
that nipple was from? Also, do you have a
favorite nipple from your time at the Met?
JCE: That nipple was from a Jean Dubuffet
painting of two female nudes. My favorite
changes all the time, but it’s usually one that
the artist spent a lot of time on.

MT: Have you sent the Guerilla Girls links
to Nipples at the Met?

MT: What piece had you finished just prior
to beginning Nipples at the Met?

JCE: No way! No one knows who they are,
or it’s an artworld secret that’s only revealed

JCE: I had just wrapped up working on In and
Out of Circulation, which was also a pretty

long endeavour. I sliced 1/8" strips from the
edge of paper currency and used the strips
to weave a blank bill. The first couple, 1 and
5 were finished relatively quickly. The next
one I did was the 20 because that is what
ATM’s spew out, and so whenever I would
take out cash, I’d slice what I had. Because of
the 20, I was able to do the 10 in a snap because I would usually get $10 as change from
spending the $20. All the money that would
come through my possession at that time was
sliced. The hard part was doing the 50 and
the 100 because those aren’t as common, so I
decided to use the bank as my source. I took
out $300 in one-hundred dollar bills sliced
the edges, brought them to a different bank
and got six $50’s, sliced them, brought them
to a another bank and got three $100’s and so
on. It took a while. Twenty-five or so trips to
multiple banks over a couple months.
MT: So you would get three one hundred
dollar bills from one bank, slice the borders
off of each one and then bring the disfigured
bills to another bank and exchange them for
more bills?
JCE: Exactly, I would exchange those for six

$50’s and then repeat the cycle.
MT: Is that where the title of the piece, In
and Out of Circulation comes from? Was the
returning of the slimmed or sliced bills conceptually part of the project from the onset?
JCE: That is where the name came from.
My objective with this project was to create
something that existed simultaneously in
two states, both in and out of circulation.
Only 1/8" was trimmed off each bill so I was
still able to spend the money, putting it back
into the world, and leaving me material for
which to make these pieces. I wanted a physical artwork to exist in my possession, and in
the world as currency would be normally.
The piece started out differently- I was
frustrated with the printing of currency, how
nothing was centered properly, so all the
money that would come through my hands, I
would slice and make perfect before spending
it again. I was playing up OCD and enjoyed
making a work that would be completely invisible. After a while, I had accumulated all
the blank edges and thought this new project
up.
MT: Were you afraid of getting in trouble, is
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that why you went to so many banks? Is that
why you were exchanging $100’s for $50’s
and vice versa, because you didn’t want to
say, “these bills are damaged?”
JCE: There was an element of being caught
because it is illegal to deface and modify currency, but because it was such a subtle intervention, I wasn’t all that worried. I hit multiple banks not because I was afraid of being
caught for what I was doing, but being accused of doing something worse like passing
off counterfeit currency. It seemed suspicious
to me that a person was just swapping bills in
and out multiple times a day.
MT: Have you ever considered counterfeiting?

zenship -- I therefore only have my parent’s
American passport to call my own. I was born
in Switzerland as a “guest birth,” because my
parents lived in France. If I had been born in
France, I would’ve gotten the passport. I lived
there for 19 years.
MT: Do you intend to use your new French
passport when its ready? If so, where do you
think you’ll go?
JCE: One way ticket straight to prison.
MT: Let’s return to In & Out of Circulation.
How many bills went into the making of
each alternative bill? What’s the dimensions? Are they the same size of the actual
bill?

MT: You don’t already have a French passport? I would have assumed you did.

JCE: They are the same size as a bill, 6.14" x
2.61". Each piece in this series of six (1, 5, 10,
20, 50, and 100) is woven from 76 1/8" strips
(23 horizontal, 53 vertical) creating a blank
bill comprised entirely of borders. A total of
456 individual bills were cut amounting to
$14,136. I’m going to do the $2 dollar bill at
some point as well. But it’ll be separate from
the other six in the series, as it is in the world.

JCE: I was born on the border between France
and Switzerland, and received neither citi-

MT: Someone told me that you intend to
sell each bill based upon the number of dol-

JCE: Not currency, but I have been working
on a French passport for myself on-and-off
for the past three years. It would have all the
same stamps and same information as my
American passport, but would just say I’m
French.
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In and Out of Circulation ($1)
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In and Out of Circulation ($20)

In and Out of Circulation ($5)

In and Out of Circulation ($50)

In and Out of Circulation ($10)

In and Out of Circulation ($100)
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lars that went into each one, is that true?
JCE: I’m of two minds about this. On the one
hand, I would want to price them all equally,
therefore removing them from the preconceived value-based paper we consider currency and planting them firmly as works of art.
But I’m afraid that if I do that, the $1 would
never sell because it’s the least interesting
and people’s preconceptions will still subconsciously want the larger denominations. The
thing I like most is that the 1 and the 100 are
essentially the same, the 100 is just crisper.
MT: If you sold the $1 for the sum of total
dollars that went into it, how much would
it cost?
JCE: $76, a steal!
MT: What are your thoughts in regards to
selling your artwork? Is it a motivation?
Does it affect your sense of a pieces value?
JCE: I generally don’t think about selling my
work, it just came up a lot while I was making
this particular piece, because I was working
with the medium it would be exchanged for.
I sold my first artwork to someone for a bottle of whiskey in 2007, it was 300lbs and he
was willing to pick it up, so I was just happy it
would have a home.
MT: What was it?
JCE: A cast concrete table with hand-formed
copper dinnerware sinking into the surface.
Just playing around with new materials.
MT: 2007 was around the same time you
made Butterfly too, wasn’t it? Were you just
playing around with new materials then as
well?
JCE: I made Butterfly a couple years after that
in 2009. My goal wasn’t, in this case, to explore new materials, though I hadn’t used
mayo or epoxy before. The concept drove the
material choice if you will.
I’ve always been attracted to miniatures
and have been a collector of miniature objects my whole life (TGV trains, Concordes,
Smart Cars) and wanted to incorporate that
into a work. My favorite artwork (which I haven’t yet seen in person) is Yves Klein’s Leap
into the Void, and I had just finished reading
The Diving Bell and the Butterfly by Jean-Dominique Bauby, which was profoundly moving.
I wanted to combine the imagery I found in
both French works by using a figurine doing
the butterfly stroke (same pose as Klein in his
photo-montage) and the words “diving” and
“butterfly” from the title of the autobiography.
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In order to make the piece a self portrait,
I had the figure trapped inside my favorite
food, Hellmann’s mayonnaise (which to the
excess I smear it on everything I eat, I know
will one day contribute to my early death). It’s
a portrait of a French man trapped inside an
American shell.
MT: It’s kind of remarkable how polarizing
mayonnaise seems to be. Did the contentious relationship so many people have with
mayo have anything to do with it being a
source of inspiration for you?
JCE: Not in particular, this was very much a
self portrait.
MT: I understand that you made two different versions of Butterfly years apart, does
one replace the other? Are you working on
a series?
JCE: One replaced the other. The original
was made with real mayo, and my thoughts at
the time were to make it an interactive piece
in that the owner would send it back to me
once a year in order for me to swap out the
mayo because it would go bad. But in the end
that seemed unnecessary, so I remade it with
mayo colored paint.
MT: What happens to the previous version
now? Is it no longer art?
JCE: It is not art anymore; it is mold, and
shattered dreams lying in a landfill somewhere.
MT: Did you eat the mayonnaise?
JCE: No way man. I don’t eat art. That’s why
I can’t fully appreciate Rirkrit Tiravanija’s
work to it’s full extent, and whenever I see a
Felix Gonzalez-Torres piece, I never eat the
candy.
MT: What’s your personal definition or take
on the concept of forging as an artist?
JCE: I’m all for paving an original path and
making ‘new’ art and so on, but I’ve been
finding at least with some of the art that’s
been put in front of me recently that people
who try too hard to create completely original work fall into the trap of finding a specific
niche that ends up defining them and they’re
unable to get out from under it.
MT: I’m of the belief that there’s something
equally valid about being able to make
something new through the use of appropriation, something I was aiming to do with
Nipples at the Met.
JCE: Here is a story about an accidental

sculpture I made many years ago. I don’t remember the artist, or the work I made, so this
will be brief. Toward the tail-end of an artist’s lecture -- the artist is trying to beat the
clock and get through all their work, running
quickly through slides; I see one briefly that
catches my eye, think it’s a work of absolute
genius, unparalleled by anything in the history of the world; I have a “I wish I had thought
of that” moment, look it up after the lecture
and it turns out to be not at all what I thought
it was, and realize it’s now my idea. That’s appropriation right?
MT: his brings something up for me that
you mentioned earlier in our conversation,
which was your desire not to be a passive
viewer of art during your visits to the Met.
Are artists ever passive viewers of art?
JCE: When I said I didn’t want to be passive,
I meant that my original goal of traveling
through the museum and looking at every
piece in every room was bland and in itself
uninteresting — a passive way of doing a
project. I chose to engage in the art by forcing myself to examine every work and photographing it, should it have a nipple or two.
I don’t think artists can ever be passive
viewers of art. Being an artist looking at artwork adds an extra element that an average
passerby may not have, which is because the
artist is perhaps not only looking at content,
but also technique, construction and feasibility of the work, that may go unnoticed
by others. It can sometimes be a hindrance,
though, being caught up in the minutiae of
the way the canvas meets the wall or: “How
the hell did they get this Richard Serra into
this room?” I saw a show at the Guggenheim
recently, which is a difficult venue, because
all the walls and floors are slanted. The way
the show was installed was absolutely insane;
all the works were floating away from the
walls- being held in place by ‘invisible arms.’
It was very distracting because all I could
think about was the way they were installed.
MT: Sure, I understand. Part of my question, though, is: if the seeing or not seeing
of a work or idea can result in an appropriated work, are artists ever passively viewing
a painting or, for that matter, a Concorde?
Are they just waiting for the right moment
or idea to steal?
JCE: No, artists are never passive viewers, but
I think inspiration can hit at anytime, no one
is waiting for the right moment or idea to
steal.
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